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On Our Cover
Victoria no.  #0191
Pere Padrosa collection,
Museu de la Tècnica de l’Empordà,
Figueres, Catalonia, Spain
(www.mte.cat)
Nickeled machine, found in France;
replated in 1999 by André Boisard,
who added the French “Tabulation”
key to help identify this machine in
the future as a restored specimen.
This spectacular machine welcomes
you to our irst issue focusing on
Spanish-made typewriters. More
articles on the topic will appear
later this year. Our article about the
Victoria begins on page 3.
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M

y article on creating typewriter fonts (ETCetera no.
74) was cause for a letter I got
not long ago from collector and
newspaper man Jack Knarr, who
sent me several pages of typing
samples and proved himself to be
a true lover of typography:
“Here is the typeface (Testimonial) that once graced a tank of an
old IBM I found atop a trash can
one day on a country road in Central Jersey -- an odd, large typeface that I used in personal correspondence for about 10 years, until
the IBM slid gently off my bed
one cleaning day, and suffered a
broken part deep inside that Mike
Brown indicated would be next to
impossible to fix. So I found another fresh IBM Executive with the incremental spacing, and had another IBM mechanic strip the type out
of both machines, and install the
Testimonial in the fresh one. Sadly,
however, when I saw the printed
work on the page, I was heartsick.
Not only were the bottoms of the
letters hitting on a crooked line,
but the guy had gotten a few spacers between letters mixed up. So,
the machine has sat for 10 years,
mourned but not forgotten. I fired
it up last week and worked it out a
bit, and though I banged out a note
or two, I’m still vastly disappointed.
I really ought to get over this and
(at age 66) move on, for God’s sake.
So this is one last attempt.”

I gave it a try and came up with
the results you see here. Testimonial really is an elegant and striking typeface, which I’ve never seen
on any other machine. Thanks to
Jack’s devotion, it can now live on
into the 21st century. Would you
like to have it on your computer?
Send an e-mail to polt@xavier.edu
and I will e-mail you the TrueType
font.
±
Why do rarities come in pairs?
Two very scarce Monarch 101 typewriters sold on eBay in April, for
$562 (#A10010, with wrinkle paint)
and $795 (#A10080, with glossy
paint).
If you don’t know what a Monarch 101 is, you need to read my
article “The Quieter Noiseless
Portables” in ETCetera no. 66.
And how do you get back issues
of ETCetera? Issues 1-49 can be
downloaded free from our web
site (tinyurl.com/etctype). Issues
50-72 can be ordered from Rich
Cincotta and Chuck Dilts (typewriter@writeme.com, 508-229-2064).
Finally, issues from #73 on are
available for $25 (N. America) or
$30 (elsewhere) per year from
Herman Price (address at left). I
believe that if you haven’t read the
back issues yet, you will find them
a most enjoyable and educational
resource.
±
Collectors’ meetings are now
being organized in various parts
of the U.S., and hosts can get free
subscriptions to Typex and ETCetera. Contact Richard Polt, Mike
Brown (typex1@aol.com, 215-9347998), or Travis Hamric (travis@
tttypewriters.com, 304-364-5685).

Typing Gets Started in Spain — by Jos Legrand
T

Bar-Lock ad rom La Vanguardia (Barcelona), July 7, 1901

T

ypewriters and Spain seem to be
an illogical combination. Industrialization in Europe was limited to
England in the 19th century and Germany in the early 1900s. England took
up the new mode of communicating
that had commenced in the U.S., but
never realized a great typewriter industry of its own. he answer to the enormous
innovations in the States came from Germany in the beginnings of the 20th century.
In Greece, France, Italy and Spain they were
still writing with a pen then, and counting
with their ingers. — But is that a correct
perception of reality?
Demand for typewriters was very low in
Spain around 1900. At least two thirds of
the population was illiterate. But on February 19th of that year, the Spanish Government “authorized by Royal Decree the usage of typewriting machines in all Government oice work,” following a request by a
certain Antonio Comyn, an attorney, that
typescripts be treated as equivalent to handwritten or hand-copied documents (Gaceta
de Madrid, Feb. 19, 1900).
Spain followed the international developments very slowly. Compare it with the
Netherlands, where typed governmental
correspondence already could be found in
the mid-1880s. Nevertheless, the intervention spread like an inkblot. First there were
the public institutions where the typewriter
was used, the governmental departments,
then the legislature, and inally the other
public institutes and provincial administrations. King Alfonso XIII bought a Yost
typewriter, and the aristocracy followed.
hat Yost, by the way, was made especially
for him, with ivory keys and silver stems
nicely plated. He also took typing lessons
at the Yost establishment in Madrid. In
1914 the monarch even got a gold machine,
brand unknown, of which “Nearly every
part, even including the smallest screw, is
heavily plated with gold, the spacebar made
of mother-of-pearl, while the royal arms occupy the space ordinarily held by the name
plate. he case is made of mahogany and is
inlaid with rare woods and pearl” (Popular
Mechanics, Nov. 1914).
Of course, the Spanish royal decree
aroused commercial attention. “he Liverpool Journal of Commerce states typewriters are coming into general use in Spain, and

that there is room for British manufacturers
to push business there,” as could be read in
Pitman’s Phonetic Journal in 1903. So it is
not surprising that M. Bartholomew, managing director of the Yost Typewriter Co.,
on his tour through Europe, visited Spain
in the summer of that year. he Yost Corporation had a sales outlet in Madrid shortly before 1900, being the irst of the agencies that settled in Spain. Yost had engaged
a “lady manageress for the greater portion
of Spain,” Maria Espinosa. here is a large
interview with Bartholomew in Pitman’s,
June 1903. “Spain is going ahead very fast,”
he noticed. “Of course, one very great disadvantage with regard to the typewriter business is the heavy protective duties, the consequence being that a standard typewriter
has to be sold there at from 900 to 1,000
pesetas.” here were no warm feelings between the two countries since the Spanish-American War of 1898, and although
tarifs were not unusual in the European
countries, those in Spain were the highest.
hey were based upon the weight of the
typewriter: 8 gold pesetas per kilo. he base
and cover had to be included in the weight,
so a 10-kg typewriter had a customs weight
of 16-18 kg. As a despairing tradesman
complained, this tarif rate was matched by
no country in the world! he sales price was
oten double what it was in other countries.
Due to new levy tarifs in 1906, an extra $45
had to be paid on each standard typewriter
that was exported to Spain—an increase of
about 50% compared to the selling price in
the United States. herefore machines like
the Yost were favored over heavier ones like
the Remington. It should be no wonder that
smuggling from the French border to Spain,
loading up typewriters under gravel for instance, was very tempting. Yost undertook
action against that smuggling.
At the same time, national pride awoke.
Listen to the editor of El Tipismo, the Spanish monthly journal devoted to typewriting, in a reaction to an article in Pitman’s
from April 1903 : they say “that we are not

satisied with American typewriters,
which is not what we said or wished
to say; what we said and now repeat
and deplore is, that we in Spain are
still behind in the matter of typewriters, because up to the present we
have not made any attempt to manufacture one of our own, while other
nations, even as far of as Japan, have taken
the task in hand. Far from being dissatisied
with American machines, there are many
which we think excellent. What we want is
to put ourselves on the high level of America
and England, and other advanced nations.”
Nicely spoken, but they didn’t—due to lack
of high quality industry, and due to “indifferent workmen.”
Because of the high prices for typewriters, a rent-to-own system was used. Over
60% of the business was done by that system, which is very high in comparison with
England, for instance, where 5% used that
form of buying. he machines in favor were
Yost, Remington, Underwood, Bar-Lock,
Remington-Sholes and Williams. Most of
them were sold in Barcelona and Madrid,
Barcelona being ahead. here the chief
typewriter business took place, with 25 different systems represented, as compared to
11 in Madrid. Barcelona also took the initiative for a typewriter exhibition in 1903.
But trade as a whole was low in these
early years. he Yost branch sold 156 of its
machines between 1901 and 1903, out of
a total of 700 to 800 typewriters that were
imported to Spain yearly. he German
Schreibmaschinen-Zeitung found it a notable number, but in 1906 the total export
of German typewriters and calculators to
Argentina was twice that to Spain. In 1908
typewriters were imported at a value of one
million pesetas, which could be about 1000
machines; the double of that igure was
reached in 1910.
he typist profession, however, had a
low status, and schools where typing was
taught were rare in the irst decade of the
twentieth century. he profession got more
attention at the XI International Congress
for Stenography that was held in Madrid in
the autumn of 1912, with sessions, contests
and an exhibition about stenography and
typewriters. Shortly ater that, in 1913, the
production of the Victoria started—Spain’s
irst homemade typewriter. ±
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According to Ernst Martin, the Victoria was introduced in 1913 and was designed by Abelardo Toledo. The factory was Ferrer
y Toledo, at Guillem de Castro 77, in Valencia. No specimens or pictures of the irst model are known to exist.

The model 2 dates from 1916. Pictured: #0077,
Thomas Fürtig collection (also pictured in ETCetera
#83, p. 8). The nickeled Victoria on our front cover
(#0191) is also a model 2. Note that the segment is
separate from the type guide; Martin cites this as a
law and notes that the guide resembles the guide of
the Yost 15. This model and some model 3’s feature a
spacebar embossed with the Spanish and Valencian
coats of arms. Keyboard: WAERTY … QSDF ….

This model 3 from the Erwin Kniesel collection (#55) also has a bronze chassis; it uses the
unconventional keyboard of the mod. 2 above.
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The model 3 is smaller than the model 2, and was also made in both
black and nickeled versions. It has a 23 cm carriage, only 38 keys (the
model 2 has 42), one shift key, a backspacer and a margin release key;
there is no bicolor ribbon mechanism. Pictured: a specimen with no
serial number from the Sirvent collection. Its chassis is cast bronze,
and the name Victoria on the paper table is gold leaf. Alfredo Sirvent
comments, “I ind it extremely attractive in its size and design, for the
time when it was sold.” Note that the segment and type guide are now
united. The keyboard is a conventional Spanish QWERTY, but the
company would continue to explore alternatives.

Another smaller Victoria from the Museu de la Tècnica de l’Empordà
(#0096, model number illegible) has ribbon spools on top, segment
shift, a sheet metal frame, and a painted spacebar. Keyboard: WQERTY … ASFD …. Another specimen of this mystery model from the
MTE (#0002) is marked “Universal Standard Typewriter No. 4,” but
the decals look suspiciously new and may not be authentic.

Glimpses of the factory (Ibérica magazine, June 9, 1917).
The article reports that a royal decree was issued in April
“reminding all oicial centers of their obligation to acquire
the Victoria as a nationally produced article.” The Victoria “has eliminated the complicated mechanisms of other
brands, and can compete with the best of them in speed,
smoothness, ease of use, solidity, and elegance.”

1922 ad

A patent for a “fully visible typewriter” iled by Ferrer y Toledo
in 1919 corresponds to the model 4, which according to Ibérica
came to market in 1923. This model has 42 keys, bicolor ribbon, backspacer, two shift keys, and a 26 cm carriage. Most of
the chassis is steel sheet metal; only the segment and carriage rails are cast. It uses a segment shift and has a tabulator.
Shown: #657, Sirvent collection.

Model 4 #706 (Sirvent collection). This specimen
difers from #657 in the design of its ribbon color
selector, in the knobs for that selector and for the
tabulator, and in the design of its type levers. Keyboard: QERTY … ÑASDF … WZXC …. The decals
on this and other Victorias show that the makers
participated in an industrial exposition in London.
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A
Advertisement for the model 2, Jan. 1919. “No good Spaniard
should buy foreign machines when there is this national brand,
used and known in the following Jesuit institutions ….” Ernst
Martin, delating this national pride, claims that “in 1926 some
foreign specialists were brought in, but the local workers were
not up to the task set for them. The factory was closed in 1928,
the equipment sold. Its new owners founded a company in Barcelona to build a high-quality machine to be sold as the Hispania.
Nothing was ever heard of it.” Until now! Here is the only known
Hispania, from the MTE collection (#1131). A 1930 guide to businesses in Valencia lists “Industrias Valencianas Victoria S.A.”;
presumably this was the short-lived maker of the Hispania.

ld

This view of machines from the
Sirvent collection shows how
compact the model 3 is compared
to the two model 4’s.
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Dear Collector: there are great plans to reform the
publications, the site and the organization of the
IFHB, the International Forum of the Historical
Oice World. Would you be interested in a membership in the IFHB if its publications and site (ifhb.de)
were in English? —Jos Legrand, IFHB reform group,
jjlegrand@hetnet.nl
Dear ETCetera Subscriber: I recommend IFHB
membership to all serious collectors of antique oice
equipment. Membership includes HBw-Aktuell nearly
every month, with an English translation (by me). Every issue includes auction & meeting reports, ads, and
stories about typewriters & calculators. Twice yearly,
IFHB members get Historische Bürowelt, a magazine in
German with well-researched technical and historical
articles. To join, visit ifhb.de and click “Anmeldung”—
or ask me for help!—Richard Polt

March 2009
• Meetings focus on green machines, typewriters for
the blind, and music typewriters
April 2009
• Mtgs. focus on mechanics’ tools, Leibniz calculator
May/June 2009
• More meetings; Ernst Martin & his TW “Bible”

Vol. 21, no. 2, May 2009
• Homemade index typewriter on German eBay
• Paul Smith, typewriter artist
• Odd Blick patents
• Typists’ New York lunchroom in the 1890s
• John Payton on typewriter reference books
No. 44, January-April 2009
• IBM electrics, 1933-1991
• The story of a brave little Blick

Information and illustrations for this article courtesy of Alfredo Sirvent,
Maria Victòria Carberol (for MTE), and Thomas Fürtig. ±
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No. 34, March 2009
• Upcoming meetings in Tours & Tufertschwil
• New museum for typewriters & calculators in Bourgen-Bresse, created by Jacques Bethoux

Show & Tell ..........................................................Majuguin

W

e have no information at all about this portable typewriter. It may have been made shortly after the Spanish
Civil War ended in 1939, to judge by the kind of construction it uses, which might have been motivated by the
lack of materials at that time. Apart from the key levers, segment, typebars, carriage rails and escapement, which are
steel, the rest of the machine is made of wood—the frame, the front and top panels, the segment that holds the key
levers and intermediate levers, the support for the typebar segment, and part of the carriage structure. The sides of
the carriage are pot metal, and a spiral steel spring pulls the carriage.
Well, what is it—a typewriter or a toy? I don’t know. It looks like a typewriter. It has margin stops, a ribbon advance
mechanism with a manual reverse, a backspacer, a rubber platen and feed roller, keys with metallic rings and glass keytops, and it takes paper up to 22 cm wide—all just like a normal machine. (It does not have a carriage return lever.)
The paper table is labeled MAJUGUIN, and the top panel has a logo; there is no other marking or number. As for
the typing, it’s acceptable. The machine is painted in green and gold metallic paint, and the logo shows that it was
made in Barcelona.
Could MAJUGUIN stand for MAquina de JUGUete INfantil, i.e. “Child’s Toy Typewriter”?
—Alfredo Sirvent, Vigo, Galicia, Spain
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hispano olivetti
a brief history
by fransu marin

I

n 1908, Camillo Olivetti founded
C. Olivetti & C.S.p.A. in Ivrea,
Italy. In its irst years, the 500-squaremeter factory had only 20 employees
and produced 20 machines a week.
The company grew quickly in
the suceeding years. Despite the
worldwide economic crisis of the time,
Olivetti invested in strengthening its
sales system in Italy and abroad. In
1929, coinciding with the Universal
Exposition in Barcelona and the
Iberoamerican Exposition in Seville,
Olivetti created its irst foreign
ailiate in Barcelona: Sociedad
Anónima Hispano Olivetti. This
was to become the group’s largest
foreign factory.
After the Spanish Civil War of
1936-39, Hispano Olivetti absorbed
La Rápida S.A., a company that
made sewing machines under the
name Wertheim.
In 1936, the price of an M0/A
typewriter was 1800 pesetas; when it
stopped being produced in 1952, its
price was 5500 ptas. The new Lexicon
80/A, which was more complete and
perfected, sold in 1954 for 6200 ptas.—
quite a fortune for that time in Spain.
In 1940, the company Comer
cial Mecanográica S.A. (COMESA) was created in order to separate
Olivetti’s commercial and industrial
activities. COMESA handled the
direct sale and technical service of the
machines made by Hispano Olivetti, as
well as those made by other members
of the Olivetti group, in some of the
most important provinces; it covered
the rest of Spanish territory by means
of exclusive representatives, who were
forbidden to sell competing products
and could not engage in sales or service
outside their assigned areas.
In 1942, the new Hispano Olivetti
factory was launched in Barcelona; its
construction and assembly rooms were
located around an oice building with
an employees’ dining room, sports
facilities, day care center and pool.
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by Hispano Olivetti, Angel Liébana
attained 533.35 strokes per minute
on an M40. In 1954, on a randomly
chosen Lexicon 80, he was to reach
817.65 strokes per minute. The
company took advantage of this
achievement to emphasize the quality
of its typewriters in its advertisements
of the time.
Olivetti dominated the Spanish
market in the 1950s and 1960s. In the
early ’60s, the H-O line consisted in
four models: the portable Pluma 
(later replaced by the Lettera ), the
semistandard Studio , the standard
Lexicon 80, and the electric MS 8.
There were also various models of
adding machines (Restisuma 0 and
Quanta), the multiplying calculator
Multisumma , and full-function
calculators (Divisumma  and
The Italian consul and other political
Tetractys).
igures attended the opening.
In
1959,
Olivetti
bought
From the start, Olivetti was
Underwood, with its 11,000
concerned with the well-being of its
employees. 75 years had passed since
workers. Olivetti factories included
Camillo
Olivetti irst visited the
various social improvements, such
as child care, medical clinics, American factory in order to study
occupational safety measures, a library, typewriter production.
In early June 1964, Olivetti opened
vacation time, and workers’ housing.
a
modern
building for COMESA on
In 1940, in the 4th National
Typing Championships, sponsored Ronda de la Universidad in Barcelona,
designed by the Italian architects
Belgioioso, Peressutti and Rogers.
This was just one example of Olivetti’s
commitment to architecture. The
best architects worked on Olivetti’s
factories, oices, stores, and social
service buildings.
In 1970, Hispano Olivetti made
656,000 typewriters, about 10% of
global production. The Barcelona
factory was the world’s leading center
of production for portables and
semistandards, with a good portion of
them destined for export. An annual
production of over a million machines
was to be reached, with 3500 workers.
In 1971, the Valentine portable
became part of the collection of the
Museum of Modern Art in New York,
like the Lexikon 80 and Lettera 

Assembly room in 19

Swimming pool

before it. The Editor  and ETP were
also to be acquired by the museum.
Commitment to design was another
constant for this brand; designers such
as Ettore Sottsass. Marcello Nizzoli
and Mario Bellini collaborated with
Olivetti.
In 1978, with the naming of
Carlo de Benedetti as vice president
and administrator, a phase of major
transformation and industrial reorganization began, in order to adjust to
new technology. The transition to
electronics was symbolized by the
introduction of the ET101 electronic
typewriter.
The oice technology revolution
of the ’80s had a strong impact on the
Spanish ailiate of the multinational
company. Real estate was sold in order
to compensate for the accumulated
losses of the company. When Olivetti
sold its emblematic building on
Barcelona’s Plaza de les Glòries, the

number of workers was already down
to a thousand. Today, this building is
a major commercial center.
In 1992, Olivetti decided to move
its operations to the Parc Tecnològic
de Cerdanyola, to a factory that
included a modern research and
development center dedicated to
computer technology. The workforce
was reduced to 600. Finally, in 1996
the Italian multinational announced
the closing of the facility. In 1997,
Hispano Olivetti donated its records to
the Historical Archive of Catalonia.
On the occasion of the Olivetti
centennial in 2008, the former workers
of Hispano Olivetti organized a
meeting in Barcelona and created the
web site www.olivetianos.es. The main
goal of the event, called “Olivetti 100,”
was to facilitate personal reunions.
The web site collects personal accounts,
experiences, and photos documenting
Olivetti’s activities in Spain. ±
198 ad

Hispano Olivetti showroom, Barcelona, with machines displayed in bubbles
(Courtesy of Juan García Dolz, olivetianos.es)

Studio 6 portables, made in Barcelona
(Museu de la Tècnica de l’Empordà)
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The Regia, like the Victoria, was built in Valencia. It
was made by Talleres Alonso, located on Calle Peris y
Valero. The machine was advertised as early as 1945.

An early pamphlet
shows pride in the “irst
portable manufactured
in Spain”—but borrows
an image from a 1926
poster by Ludwig Hohlwein for the German
Torpedo portable.

The early Regia at right (#2349, Sirvent collection) has a small carriage return lever and releases the paper by means of a knob on the
side of the carriage. Regias are solid typewriters but lack certain
reinements, such as bicolor ribbon and variable line spacing mechanisms. The primary Regia model is the Mixta, a mid-sized portable.

Regia Mixta #L-11040 (editor’s collection) illustrates
features of the lightly remodeled machine patented
in 1948, including a reshaped front frame, a longer
carriage return lever, a conventional paper release
lever, and two paper supports that fold into the
back. The carriage mechanism was also altered.
Unconventional features include the ribbon cover that
lips forward and the carriage lock—an arm that pulls out
from the right end of the carriage and hooks onto a knob.
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The Auxil 120 model (also marked “Mixta” on the back” has a 13"
carriage. Note the reshaped plastic shift keys. (#S-20311, Sirvent
collection)
An October 1951 ad found by José Isusi ofers the Regia to dealers
at 2400 pesetas, with a retail price of 3100 or more. It was guaranteed for three years.
According to a 1954 article, Talleres Alonso was a small enterprise,
with a yearly capacity of 2000 typewriters (compare Hispano
Olivetti’s capacity at the time of 30,000 typewriters and 9,000
calculators). However, the irm persisted and found a steady market for its products. Clearly it invested in some research and development, for in 1961 it stopped making the carriage-shifted Regia
and Auxil to introduce the Talbos, also marked “Regia mod. 61”
on its paper table. The Talbos features segment shift and a cast
aluminum frame. Levers are relatively large, and the paper is held
down by a thick bail of clear plastic. (blue #A-2052, gray #A-2951,
Sirvent collection)

The Talbos did not last long.
In 1962, it was replaced by the
Andina Grafos; the Regia
name now disappeared.
The Grafos inally includes
variable spacing and a bicolor ribbon mechanism with a
stencil setting. The carriage
accepts paper up to 9.5". The
machine was availabe in grey,
blue, green, or a combination
of two colors.
Pictured: #D3438,
collection.

editor’s
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This page shows
the inal lineup from
Talleres Alonso, introduced in 1965.
Above, an Andina Especial 90
(#75004, editor’s collection) that uses a
squared sans-serif typeface. The Especial
incorporates a touch regulator and has a
handsome, modern appearance. The Especial 90 has a 9.5" carriage, the Especial
100 an 11" carriage.
The late Andina logo is the mirror image
of the logo for another “mountainous”
typewriter: the German Alpina.
Above: the simpler, plastic-bodied Andina Kristy (#55685, Sirvent collection). Right: “The wind carries words away … write them with an Andina
Nova and they’ll last forever!” The Nova 100 had a 10.5" carriage, the Nova
130 a 13.5" carriage.
While Talleres Alonso did not last forever, its sturdy products are an example
of quality industrial production on a small scale. ±
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The carriage now runs
on horizontal rails (the
Regia, Talbos, and Grafos
used inclined rails). The
rails and carriage can be
removed by loosening two
screws.

Red Hot

Writers
Writers
A while back I found a Monarch that lacked a return lever. It
was in pretty junky condition, cosmetically speaking. After
passing the Ford dealership and bemoaning to my wife for the
umpteenth time my inability to aford a Parnelli Jones edition
Mustang by Saleen, I decided to make my own. So I present the Parnelli Jones edition Monarch. All the work was done
myself, including making the decals. The body panels were removed and the old paint stripped (with a wire brush drill attachment,
not a dishwasher!). The body and typebar rest are oicial Ford “Grabber
Orange,” the same as on Jones’ 1973 302 Boss Mustang and the Saleen tribute
’Stang. The side decals were taken directly from photos of the Saleen car, cleaned up
in Photoshop, and printed on inkjet waterslide decal paper. (I made one tiny alteration
to the number above the stripes, removing the “0” from “302” to relect the year the
typewriter was made, 1932.) The signature was, uh, “liberated” from an autograph
dealer’s web site and enhanced. Homemade waterslide decal again. Saleen
Mustangs are all personally signed on the dash by Jones, which is why
I added that. The typebar rest got a third layer of clearcoat so it
will hopefully survive the typebars rapping it each time they
are lowered. Dirty little secret: I didn’t want to repaint the
paper rest, as I have no way of reproducing the Monarch decal
(does anyone know what typeface that is?). The worn paint
was illed in with a black marker and the whole piece rubbed
down with Pledge to make it shine like the rest. Just don’t
look at it closely under good light! —Alan Seaver
Herman Price shares these
pictures of three typewriters in his collection that were painted red hot at the
factory: a Mignon , a Masspro, and
an Orga Privat.

Meanwhile, Richard Polt is trying to
teach himself the ine art of spray painting thrift-store refugees. The SmithCorona below is now being used by his
daughter to produce a home newspaper.
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Ephemera by Peter Weil

W

ith its iconic Art Nouveau embossed
copper alloy typebar cover, the early
Bar-Lock is regarded by collectors as one of
the most beautiful typewriters ever—yet little is known about its history. hree recently
discovered photographs now provide a few
answers, while raising more speciic questions about the machine’s history.1 he photographs range from 1889, a year ater manufacturing of the #1 was initiated, to 1894, a
year ater the #4 was irst made.

he force behind the Bar-Lock Typewriter was Charles Spiro. 2 Spiro’s success in
typewriter design was foreshadowed by his
self-education in mechanics, his clock-making training, and his practice as a patent lawyer. While he developed patents in many areas, including photography, until his death
in 1933,3 he is best known to us as the mind
behind the Stearns Visible, the Visigraph,
. I want to express my appreciation to Ed Neuert for
providing much historical material, Bert Kerschbaumer for his assistance with related dated advertisements, and Bob Aubert, Martin Howard, Hermann
Kerz, Richard Polt, Herman Price, and Paul Robert
for their suggestions concerning the photographs. I
also want to thank Cornelia Weil for her many editorial suggestions. he original photographs are in the
archives of the author and Cornelia.
. Sources for biographical information include: “he
Inventor of the Bar-Lock Typewriter,” he Phonetic
Journal, April 9, 89, p. 8; John W. Leonard et
al., “Charles Spiro,” in Who’s Who in America, 908,
p. 70; B. S. Spiro, “Biographical Sketch of Charles
Spiro,” Colliers Magazine, March 940; and “Charles
Spiro,” in the National Cyclopedia of American Biography, vol 3, 950, pp. 3-33.
3. See ETCetera #78, June 007, for further discussion of Spiro’s later life.
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the Gourland,
and especially
the highly innovative Columbia
and Bar-Lock.
Born in 1850,
Spiro
would
have been labeled today as a
child prodigy whose genius was expressed in
variety of subjects, most of which he learned
at home. An easily bored teenager, he acted
against his father’s wish that he become a
doctor. Instead, Charles insisted on apprenticing in the watch factory, becoming a journeyman at 17. At night, he taught himself
mathematics, technical drawing, and more.
During this period, he received patents for
his watch escapements and music boxes. At
age 18 he took over the business, but, becoming ill, he let to travel in Europe. Ater seven
months, he returned to America to attend
law school at Washington (and Lee) College
and to gain his New York license through
study at NYU, inishing in 1874 at age 24.
He practiced law for 9 years, during which he
obtained several patents, including a system
for phonography (shorthand) in 1880. Spiro’s law practice emphasized patent law centered on mechanics, but he wished to spend
all his time on his own technical pursuits.
His work on a matrix machine, patented in
1879, led him to examine some typewriter
design problems. One biographer, a probable descendant (Spiro 1940), asserts that the
end of the law practice and the beginning
of his typewriter design career came about
through happenstance about 1883. he occupant of the oice across the hall from Spiro had purchased a Remington and invited
Spiro to look at it. Spiro admired its mechanical qualities, but he saw it as being “unhandily and clumsily” designed. He went to
work in his small basement shop to create an
alternative, and by 1885 his Columbia index
machine was being made by the Columbia
Type-Writer Company on Crosby Street4 in
New York.
4. he Columbia also may have been manufactured at
other locations in the city, but this address is a documented one on an early trade catalog. However, one
biographer (Spiro 940) indicates Harlem as the
location for the earliest Columbia factory in “an old
wooden building.” If it was, it would have been for
a very brief period before production was moved to
Crosby St. in lower Manhattan.

Spiro turned his attention almost immediately to the design of a keyboard typewriter, using the proits from the Columbia
to develop a completely new machine. he
Bar-Lock’s name and idea are related to the
central problem of the Remington and the
Caligraph: alignment. Spiro’s simple innovation was to force the alignment of a typebar by mounting two phosphor-bronze pins
in the horizontal plate between the typebar
and the platen. he typewriter was also designed to make writing visible through a
downstrike design. While visibility was not
complete because of the vertical typebars
and “shield” and because the original design lacked a ribbon vibrator, the Bar-Lock
was more durably aligned and provided far
greater visibility than its successful competitors. Its forward-looking components
included automatic ribbon reverse, margin
release, and a duplicate double keyboard.5
he irst photograph, dated on the back
by hand as 1889, is of an engineering oice
that likely was devoted to testing #1 BarLocks, two of which can be seen on the let.
In the back is a cabinet containing the kind
of drawers used to store engineering drawings. he four well-dressed standing men
are identiied from let to right as “McClosky, Lewis, Peirce, and Lawton.” he
unidentiied seated man may perhaps be adjusting a machine. he location is the newlynamed Columbia Typewriter Manufacturing Co.6 at 146 Centre St. in lower Manhattan. Note the electric lighting ixture with
bulbs above the typewriters. Direct-current
electricity and the then very expensive bulbs
were provided by the Edison Electric Light
5. he Caligraph 88 keyboard had a key for each
letter, but the small letters were grouped in the center
surrounded by the capitals. his design limited the
speed of typing and was an obstacle to touch typing.
In Spiro’s design, there were duplicate qwerty keyboards, one for small letters and one for capitals.
. he Columbia index models were still being
manufactured and marketed, but it is not clear if they
were made in the same facility as the Bar-Lock.

Co. at Pearl St.; its sub-stations were close to
the Centre St. factory.
he second photograph, dated 1894,
presents a group of workers outside the second factory location, 37 West 116th St.
Here the subjects began producing the #4
Bar-Lock the year before. It is likely that the
move uptown was motivated by this change
in production.7 Another factor may have
been a building boom in the area around
New York City Hall that could have made
it proitable to relocate in uptown, a lowervalued area. A wide range of age and social
statuses are represented, and both men and
women are pictured. he better-dressed
group includes Lawton (second row, third in
from right) and Peirce (above Lawton’s let
shoulder in third row). his would seem to
be a logical place to ind Charles Spiro, but
a comparison with his 1892 portrait shown
above results in no deinitive identiication
of him in the 1894 image.
he third photograph shows a inal assembly and adjustment room. he typewriters seem to enter the end of the room closest
to the camera. hey arrive with their keys,
key levers, typebars and carriages with platens already installed on an interior frame.
On the front two center tables and the side
ones, the workers make ine alignment adjustments by loosening the screws on the
typebar hanger. Adjustments could also be
made to the complex key lever system. Behind the two boys working at the front,
7. he new #4 Bar-Lock was introduced in 893, the
year of the move to the new factory (Bar-Lock advertisement, Phonographic World, October, 893).

there are a series of cups or bins that likely
held replacement screws. Further adjustments appear to be made at the middle tables, where the backplate cover was attached.
Final assembly occurred at the back of the
room, where the machines were placed in
their large external frame; note examples of
this frame hanging from pegs on the back
wall. Here the copper alloy shield was also
attached. Note the individual electric light
ixtures at each work station, supporting eficient work with small parts. his lighting
was not typical in factories of the time, including Remington and Oliver. It may be a
product of Spiro’s design ideas and his long
fascination with electricity. he wide range
of personnel observed in the 1894 portrait
is seen here, as well as the mixing of men
and women at the same stage of the production process. According to histories of other
small irms during this period, such as the

Louis Tifany Studios, this was uncommon.
he very complex form of the shields in the
back of the room dates the photo between
the 1887 start of manufacture and 1898, the
start of the #8. Since the photograph accompanies two other images deinitely dated to
1887-1894, it seems reasonable to limit it to
this range. No workers shown here are clearly identiiable in the 1894 group portrait,
which suggests that this production scene is
closer in date to the 1889 photograph and is
more likely located at the original Centre St.
factory.
hese photographs bring us closer than
ever to the women, men, and boys and the
factories that created the early Bar-Locks.
hey answer many questions and create new
ones. For now, the unanswered question
that makes me teary from eye strain from
staring at the images is: Where’s Spiro? ±
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Letters
I had to chuckle when I opened ETC
to see your Aztec in clamps. Great minds
think alike. This is a photo of my SP3
taken shortly after it arrived last August,
in pieces. Can’t beat that JB Weld!!
Lynda Beckler
Stockton, Cal.

In the back of a shop illed with antiques
Rests an old typewriter
that nobody seeks
Dingy and broken, out of repair
When the right buyer walks inside
The dusty machine
is illed up with pride
The typewriter waits as
the buyer haggles the price
Soon it will be in typewriter paradise.
Jett Morton
I have just inished rearranging my
typewriter collection, since I had more
shelves built.
Jett Morton
Morgantown, W. Va.

This latest issue is an absolute beauty,
between the Onondaga split-up and the
saving of the Aztec from the key bandits.
A shame to read that Will Davis is giving
his column a rest.
Robert Messenger
Canberra
The “Thebau” story ofers all of us
the possibility that we might just ind
that unknown and interesting machine.
The Sirvents’ restoration of the Breker
machines is interesting, with the Royal
Grand being presented in its greatest
published glory yet. A beautiful issue.
Peter Weil
Newark, Del.
Congratulations on your Dayton, a
beautiful and rare machine. And your
Aztec, an original—what you did with
it is very nice. Here in Europe we don’t
have any typewriter key jewelry yet—
thank God!
Franz Meyer
Munich

See a Toronto Globe and Mail
video feature on collector
Martin Howard at
tinyurl.com/martinvideo
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The palm tabulator on my new Remington 20 is a vertical lever with a wide
rounded top at the left-hand side of the
keyboard, about even with the spacebar.
The typist just bumps it sideways with
the edge of the hand. There’s a picture
of a Remington 20 with a palm tabulator
in Russo’s Mechanical Typewriters. There
are other brands where the palm tabulator is a big key at the edge of the keyboard, like a vertically oriented spacebar, that’s pressed down with the edge
of your hand.
I also bought a Remington #2 which
unfortunately was damaged in shipping.
All the frame around the keyboard was
broken of and most of it lost through a
rip in the box.
John Pulley
Saint Charles, Mo.

New on the Shelf

Lars Borrmann: Weltblick, Yost 10
Summer Brooks: wide-carriage Blick
7 #108249
Thomas Fürtig: Hammond 1 straight,
Jauny braille, Lindeteves (Empire
1), Stearns 4
Jim Gehring: Best (Niagara)
Travis Hamric: alum. Blick 5, Fox
24, Remington Standard 5, early
World 1
Štěpán Kučera: Andersson & Sorensen brailler #2003, Dankers
(Juwel) #5851, Orga 2 #2289, Senta
#11021, Stoewer 4-bank portable
# 126073
Flavio Mantelli: Fitch (English)
Richard Polt: Andina Especial 90,
Blue Bird (Torpedo), Corona 4
(mountain ash scarlet), Noiseless
4, gold-plated Royal Quiet Deluxe
(lavorless!), S-C Silent Super w/
“Yes/No” type, Underwood 1
Herman Price: Juventa 1, Kanzler 3
wide carr., Lloyd (Stoewer 1B), red
Orga Privat, Titania 2, Urania 1
John Pulley: Remington 20 w/ palm
tabulator (see letter)
Alan Seaver: Adler Favorit 2, early
Remington port. 1, Remington
Standard 7, both versions of the
Underwood DeLuxe Quiet Tab
Sirvent bros.: Faktotum 1, Hagelin
CX-52 cipher machine, Olympia
Plurotyp, Passat BS1, Typatune,
Vertiplana
Mark Taf: Hammond 1 curved
Cor van Asch: Blick 5 #2143 (gilt
name, no plate), Blick 8 #140322,
Corona 3 (pivot bearing typebars),
Postal 5 #25006, Heady #233662
Wim Van Rompuy: Remington
Electric #X-2217, Rem 5 US Army
tape writer, Woodstock Electrite
(OHA); Archo, Correspondent,
Hebrew Groma N, Kanzler 3,
Rem-Sho, Salter 7, Salter Visible,
Tachotype, Typo B, Williams 2
Peter Weil: Remington Junior
JA70188 (1917)
Reinmar Wochinz: Rapid (thrust)

For sale: good Regia Mixta. Josep
Ainaud, ainaud@yahoo.com.
Wanted: paper tables for Densmore 5 & Demountable 1.
Gary Roberts, 803-581-4354.
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